Addition of PTK787/ZK 222584 can lower the dosage of amsacrine to achieve equal amounts of acute myeloid leukemia cell death.
Acute myeloid leukemia (AML) is a disease with a poor prognosis. It has been demonstrated that AML cells express the vascular endothelial growth factors, VEGFA and VEGFC, as well as kinase insert domain-containing receptor (VEGFR2), the main receptor for downstream effects, resulting in an autocrine pathway for cell survival. This study investigates the role of the VEGFR inhibitor PTK787/ZK 222584 in leukemic cell death, and the possibility of an additional effect on cell death by a chemotherapeutic drug, amsacrine. In three AML cell lines and 33 pediatric AML patient samples, we performed total cell-kill assays to determine the percentages of cell death achieved by PTK787/ZK 222584 and/or amsacrine. Both drugs induced AML cell death. Using a response surface analysis, we could show that, in cell lines as well as in primary AML blasts, an equal magnitude of leukemic cell death could be obtained when lower doses of the more toxic amsacrine were combined with low dosages of the less toxic VEGFR inhibitor. This study shows that PTK787/ZK 222584 might have more clinical potential in AML when combined with a chemotherapeutic drug such as amsacrine. In future, it will be interesting to study whether the complications and the long-term effects of chemotherapy can be reduced by lowering the dosages of amsacrine, and by replacing it with other drugs with lower toxicity profiles, such as PTK787/ZK 222584.